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1 Introduction and related works

Abstract: Various means of extracting road boundary
from mobile laser scanning data based on vehicle trajectories have been investigated. Independent of positioning
and navigation data, this study estimated the scanner
ground track from the spatial distribution of the point
cloud as an indicator of road location. We deﬁned a typical
edge block consisting of multiple continuous upward ﬂuctuating points by abrupt changes in elevation, upward
slope, and road horizontal slope. Subsequently, such edge
blocks were searched for on both sides of the estimated
track. A pseudo-mileage spacing map was constructed to
reﬂect the variation in spacing between the track and edge
blocks over distance, within which road boundary points
were detected using a simple linear tracking model.
Experimental results demonstrate that the ground trajectory
of the extracted scanner forms a smooth and continuous
string just on the road; this can serve as the basis for
deﬁning edge block and road boundary tracking algorithms.
The deﬁned edge block has been experimentally veriﬁed as
highly accurate and strongly noise resistant, while the
boundary tracking algorithm is simple, fast, and independent of the road boundary model used. The correct detection rate of the road boundary in two experimental data is
more than 99.2%.

Mobile laser scanning (MLS) is an advancing technology
acquiring high-density object data more eﬃciently within
detectable distances from moving platforms [1–5]. MLS
has been widely applied in numerous ﬁelds including
urban planning and management [6,7], intelligent transportation [8–11], and highways [12,13]. Extracting road
boundary from MLS data is challenging for complex scene
environments [4,9] with huge data volumes [2,14], occlusion [4,13], and the heterogeneous, sparse, and noisy states
of point clouds [14].
To establish the topological relationship of point
clouds, studies often project three-dimensional (3D) point
clouds onto two-dimensional (2D) planes to form grid
images. Thus, a series of image processing techniques
such as feature extraction [1,15,16], image segmentation
[8,17,18], and mathematical morphology [12,19] can be
performed based on neighborhood pixels. For example,
the elevation diﬀerence within a grid or adjacent pixels
is often used as a boundary indicator [16,18,20–24]. It is
more intuitive to distinguish raised edges from road crosssections [3,23,25], while vehicle trajectories provide the
direction of projection for edge generation. Xia et al. identiﬁed holes, detected break-lines from elevation image
generated by point cloud, and matched patches along
road for holes [26]. Constructing a 3D raster map with a
unit volume called voxel (volume pixel) [5,8,27] is the
other useful tool to simplify high-density point clouds.
For example, a greater density gradient in more than one
direction implies the existence of a road edge in ref. [5].
Considering the uneven density of raw data, Lin et al.
generated super-voxels with adaptive resolution to preserve edges with smaller segmentation error [27]. Sha
et al. further improved Lin’s method using geometric information to cluster the points when merging the point label
into its neighbor representative points [28]. Xu et al. classiﬁed point clouds using trend features of super voxels
[29].Despite its simplicity and convenience, converting
point clouds into voxels may cause information loss and,
consequently, reduces the accuracy [5].
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On the contrary, extracting boundary directly from
raw point clouds has gained increasing attention from
point clouds experts. In this regard, k-dimensional (KD)
trees [2,14,30] have been widely used to accelerate the
nearest neighbor search in data organization. Numerous
methods based on scan lines that use the original record
order have been developed for road boundary extraction.
A scan line was divided into several segments in ref.
[2,20,31]. In addition, road segments were detected by
line-based region growth and then ﬁtted into straight
lines [8] or polynomial curves [15,17,32] have detected
boundary points using moving window operators on a
scan line or adjacent lines based on abrupt changes in
elevation, point density, surface roughness [13], and the
angles formed by three consecutive points [21,33]. In most
cases, the window size was ﬁxed manually, and multiple
thresholds were deﬁned from experience and adjusted frequently to accommodate distinct point cloud distributions.
In these methods, candidate boundary points are
usually extracted from segments or scan lines. The ﬁnal
boundary is determined via clustering, ﬁtting, or boundary
tracking algorithms. Continuous closed polygons is
extracted in ref. [10] as a road boundary. Active contour
models were applied in ref. [6] to ﬁx the optimal road
boundary on projected 2D raster images of elevation,
reﬂectance, and pulse width. A discrete Kalman ﬁlter
[11,16] and α-shape [3,4,8] algorithms are often adopted
to identify and track boundary points. To reduce errors
in tracking, multiple constraints are imposed to achieve
desired edge clusters, e.g., the distance between adjacent
points, direction of historical boundary formed by previously identiﬁed points [16], length constraints [1], and
collinearity conditions of adjacent segments [15].
Although plenty of algorithms have been proposed
for road boundary extraction from MLS data, there is a need
for a framework to eﬃciently extract the road boundary.
In majority methods, vehicle trajectories have been used as
a reference to locate the road boundary [3,6,20,34,35].
Thanks to the road design parameters, unnecessary data
located far from the road can be easily ﬁltered out
[9,17,18,21,36]. In addition, huge point clouds can be partitioned into several segments [8,37,38] or cross-sectional
proﬁles [3,17,23,39] along the trajectory direction. However,
trajectory data may not be packaged in the original “.las”
ﬁles. Therefore, instead of using external data, this study
estimates the scanner ground trajectory directly from raw
point clouds, which is one of the key contributions of the
paper.
Moreover, the routine height of curb stones is often
used to extract edges that are highly uniform in height
[20,24]. Candidate edge points are often detected as
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gathered clusters composed of many single points with
large elevation gradients. As another contribution of this
study, multiple points of continuous upward ﬂuctuation
are combined as a whole edge block without consideration of edge height.
In addition, boundary points are distributed near
straight lines over a short distance [11]. Most road boundary
vectorization is achieved by ﬁtting straight lines to candidate edge points [18,20], which adapts for straight-line or
large-radius mildly curved edges. However, setting curve
boundaries requires prior knowledge to deﬁne an appropriate ﬁtting model. Based on the approximate equidistant
relationship between the road edge and scanner trajectory,
this study transforms the process of edge point tracking
onto a pseudo-mileage spacing map, to which a linear
model can be applied.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details the proposed method. Section 3 presents
and discusses the experimental results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Methodology
In this study, we propose a three-part method to quickly
extract road boundaries from MLS data based on the
scanner ground track. First, the scanner track is estimated
from raw data using point density and slope. Then, edge
blocks composed of several continuously upward ﬂuctuating
points are searched from both outer sides of the estimated
tracks. Finally, the spacing between the scanner trajectory
and extracted edge blocks is depicted in a pseudo-spacing
mileage map to describe trends in spacing over distance traveled. A simple linear model is deduced based on the proximity and collinearity of boundary feature points in the map
to quickly detect and track boundary points. Figure 1 presents
a simple ﬂow chart of the proposed method.

2.1 Estimation of laser scanner ground tracks
This study estimated scanner ground tracks based on
point density and slope in the three steps.

2.1.1 Extraction of road feature areas
As scan lines are perpendicular to vehicle trajectory, the
scanner ground trajectory is located at the densest part of
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed road boundary extraction method.

the point cloud with a slight slope [40]. Point density ( JS)
and slope ( Jn) are calculated using the following equations:

JSi =

1
(Xi + k − Xi − k )2 + (Yi + k − Yi − k )2 + (Zi + k − Zi − k )2 , (1)
2k

Jni =

∣Zi + 2 − Zi − 2∣
(Xi + 2 − Xi − 2)2 + (Yi + 2 − Yi − 2)2

,

(2)

where 2k is the number of points counted in the neighborhood (at least 20, to weaken the eﬀect of spacing variation because of missing points); and Jni is formed
between the second point in front and second point
behind the i-th point to reduce the impact of noise and
small ﬂuctuations. Then those points for which TY = {P
( JSi < median (JS) & Jni < 10°)} can be taken as the road
feature area.

2.1.2 Obtaining rough scanner tracks
Points high above a road with low slope may be extracted
to TY because of environmental complexity. To remove
them, we segmented TY by time interval Δt, based on GPS
time T. Let m be the number of segments after TY is
segmented. Elevation is analyzed for each segment TYi,
where TYi = {TY((i −1) · Δt < Ti < i · Δt)}. Those points with
the most concentrated elevation distribution in TYi are
retained and marked as the i-th road feature area TYFi,
TYFi = {TYi (ZP − ΔZ < Zi < ZP + ΔZ)}, where ZP represents
the peak value in elevation histogram of TYFi and ΔZ
(0.2 m is recommended) is the allowable elevation tolerance. Rough scanner tracks CG (red points in Figure 2) are
obtained by averaging the coordinates of all points in
each TYF, giving CGi = TYFi(X , Y , Z ).
In Figure 2, the rough estimated trajectory (centers
of gravity of the high point-density areas horizontally

Figure 2: The rough estimated scanner ground tracks.

distributed) swings left and right, which is not consistent
with the driving rules. Therefore, a reﬁning process is
necessary.

2.1.3 Reﬁnement of the estimated scanner ground
trajectory
In Figure 2, colored strips indicate the road feature area
TYF divided by time interval Δt, in which CG points (in
red) swing as the point distribution varies when the
vehicle travels forward. To further reﬁne CGi, we ﬁtted
them to an isochromatic series based on T. The CG points
are ﬁrst returned to the original point data based on the
nearest neighbor principle (Euclidean distance). Then,
the corresponding scan lines number to the CG points
are detected. A test region of scan line frequency is constructed between CGi and CGi−1 shown in black rectangle
in Figure 3.
The test region is several times wider than the average
point spacing and longer than the CG point spans. The
value of T in test region has slightly change in points
1–4, 5–8, and 9–11, while sharp time diﬀerence occurs at
points 4–5 and 8–9. The sharp diﬀerence indicates the
approximate interval time between adjacent scan lines.
Let it be tL. Then the scan line number CGi belongs to
can be derived by:

1
 TCG − T1
SNli =  i
+ ,
2
 tL

(3)

where the variable SNli denotes the sequence number of
the scanline CGi belongs, take the scan line of the ﬁrst
point of data set P as line 1.
All CGi points from multiple measurements of laser
foot points corresponding to the same scanning angle,
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Figure 3: Test region to obtain the scan lines CGi belongs to.

and their time T should meet the isochromatic sequence
shown in equation (4).

TCGi = t1 + (SNli − 1)⋅ td,

(4)

where t1 and td represent the reliable estimate of acquisition time of the reﬁned ground track points on the ﬁrst
scan line, and the elapsed time of each scan line, respectively. The point whose acquisition time closest to the
reﬁned TCGi is taken as the estimated vehicle tracks which
is expressed as NPHi.

2.2 Composition of edge blocks
The raised curb is often detected as quantitative and discrete candidate boundary points. This study combines
continuous ﬂuctuating points into edge blocks by
searching forward and backward from NPHi. Figure 4

Figure 4: The process of composition of edge blocks.
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illustrates the process of building edge blocks in four
consecutive steps.
As can be seen from this ﬁgure, in the ﬁrst step, a
moving window is created to detect upward ﬂuctuating
points (small squares in cyan in Figure 4) by height
diﬀerences. Window size is expressed as the number
of points contained within the window. The half
width (BMWi) of the window can be determined by
BMWi = ⌈Ch / (Jsi ⋅ sin θ)⌉, where Ch and θ denote the
minimum height (0.08 m) and minimum slope (30°) of
the boundary to be detected, respectively. The default
values of these parameters are considered according to
regulations on exposure height of curb stones in Chinese
city streets. In addition, window width varies with Jsi ; the
larger the window, the fewer points it contains. The elevation diﬀerence Hdiffi before and after the center point of
the window is calculated as:
i + BMWi

Hdiffi =

∑
i+1

i−1

Zj −

∑

Zj .

(5)

i − BMWi

The point at which Hdiffi ≥ Ch is the upward point. We
only detected boundaries in the forward direction, that is,
di + BMWi − di − BMWi > ε , where di + BMWi , di − BMWi denote the
distances of the last and the ﬁrst point in the window
from NPHi. Tolerant ε is set to −0.1 m (to allow return of
0.1 m). The search length in Figure 4 is set to 15 m,
according to conventional road design width. Two point
sets A1 and A2 are formed by forward and backward
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searches from NPHi in opposite directions. In the following steps, forward search from A1 is taken as an
example.
The second step is to ﬁlter points by slope. We only
consider the slope between central point i of the window
and the next point i + 1, which is given by:

Slopei =

Zi + 1 − Zi
(Xi + 1 − Xi)2 + (Yi + 1 − Yi )2

.

(6)

Points with Slopei < tan(θ) are removed from the
data. It is possible to have one or two continuous upward
points that may not be near the road boundary. However,
if continuous multiple points ﬂuctuate upwards, they
are more likely to belong to a boundary. We combined
continuous upward ﬂuctuation points into blocks in the
third step. The consecutive number Bni must satisfy
Bni ≥ max (⌊ηCh / J si ⌋ , 1), where η is the correction coefﬁcient determined by the ratio of the interquartile range
to the total range of adjacent point spacing among 10
neighborhood points. The value of η depends on the
rate of missing points; a value in the range of 0.7–1 is
recommended.
In the last step, the elevation of NPHi, extracted in
Section 2.1.3, is used to remove blocks whose starting
points are higher than the road surface.The ﬁlter is given
in equation (7) and shown in Figure 4 with cyan shadows.
Let (Xi, Yi, Zi) represent the position of NPHi and (BSXj,
BSYj, BSZj) denote the coordinates of the start points
of the j-th block located on the NPHi scan line. The
threshold value of Zth is taken from the greater of the
two values of 0.1 m and 3% of the span according to
the horizontal slope of the road (generally 1.5–2%).

∣BSZj − Zi∣ < Zth
Zth = max{0.1, 3% (BSXj − Xi)2 + (BSYj − Yi )2 }.

(7)

As shown in Figure 4, the blue and green points are
the ﬁrst and rest points of blocks, respectively. After multiple constraints, there are few edge blocks on an NPHi
scan line. If no edge blocks remain, the boundary point
corresponding to NPHi is labeled as null. Otherwise, feature information of discovered blocks, including BSDij ,
spacing from the starting point of the j-th block to PGi,
and BHij, the elevation diﬀerence in the block is extracted
for the boundary tracking process. These features are
calculated as:

BSDij =

(BSXj − Xi)2 + (BSYj − Yi )2 + (BSZj − Zi)2

BHij = BEZj − BSZj ,

2.3 Boundary tracking
Frequent lane switching is not allowed during scanning,
which limits ﬂuctuations in spacing between the road
boundary and the scanner’s ground track. This relationship is reﬂected in a pseudo-mileage spacing map in
Figure 5, in which NPHi points are represented as red
circles. Blue and white rectangles denote the starting
point of each block and generated candidate edge feature
points, respectively. The gray line shows the scan lines
located at NPHi. There may be more than one edge block
extracted from NPHi. However, the ﬁrst block in each
scan line is highly likely to belong to the roadside when
the road surface is relatively smooth. Points on the map
are named candidate boundary feature points, corresponding to (∑1i Li , BSDij) of each boundary point, where
Li is the Euclidean distance between adjacent NPHi. There
are three processes to present the boundary tracking
algorithm.
Process 1: Extracting the initial feature segment of
the road boundary
In most cases, yi varies little in a certain range of Δx.
However, there is always a segment from the map longer
than 5 m that accords with a robust linear regression
model of 95% conﬁdence. These segments are found in
the dataset composed of the ﬁrst block of each scan line
and are labeled the initial road boundary feature segments (red line in Figure 6). Inside points satisfying
regression conditions are identiﬁed as boundary feature
points, and end points at both sides are identiﬁed as the
last identiﬁcation points (red points in Figure 6).
In Figure 6, the initial feature segment of the road
boundary is approximately in a straight line. We use this
line as the direction to establish a possible area containing nearby boundary feature points at the end of
the last identiﬁed feature points. The vertex angle of

(8)

where BEZj represents the elevation of the last point in
the block.

Figure 5: The pseudo-mileage spacing map.

Extraction of road boundary from MLS data using laser scanner ground trajectory

Figure 6: Hunting zones derived by Δx and α.

the possible area changes with the distance (x) from the
vertex (the last identiﬁed points), whose size is determined from Process 2.
Process 2: Predicting the possible location of the next
boundary feature point
The vehicle keeps moving in its original direction
because of inertia. We ﬁrst evaluated the separation of
the vehicle from the road boundary based on the tail of
recognized edge feature points (not less than 3 m) where
Δy = ymax − ymin. If Δyr ≤ yth, where yth is a set threshold,
then the vehicle runs parallel to the road boundary
and the possible location of the next boundary feature
point is close to the last recognized yi. Otherwise, the
separation of vehicle from road boundary is represented
as a regressed linear model. Then, yi+1 of the next boundary
feature point at xi+1 can be predicted as:

Δyr ≤ yth
 yi + 1 = yi

 yi + 1 = kl xi + 1 + kb Δyr > yth,

(9)

where y = klx + kb represents the regressed straight line
derived from the tail of the recognized boundary feature
points. Let ψ be the angle of the regressed line from the
positive x-axis, then ki = tan(ψ). The threshold yth is set at
0.25 m, giving a maximum deviation of 5° from the road
edge. It is common for vehicles to travel parallel to the

Figure 7: Data segmentation in tracking process.
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road boundary. Then, the prediction yi+1 = yi improves
tracking speed.
Process 3: Tracking boundary feature points using a
hunting zone
We tracked boundary feature points using a hunting
zone (black in Figure 6) controlled by a fan-shaped center
angle α. As shown in Figure 6, α is opened along the
predicted direction, the vertex of which refers to the
last recognized boundary feature point (the last green
point). We recommend an empirical model of α expressed
as α = (a exp(−bΔx)) + c, where, a, b, and c are constant
coeﬃcients controlling the radian-unit fan-shaped angle.
The recommended values of (0.86, 0.76, 0.12) cause α to
decrease with the passing of Δx . In practice, the search
area is converted into a hunting zone parallel to the
y-axis direction and is deduced as follows:

Δx ≤ 0.25 m
 R = 0.2

α
2 tan 2 ⋅ Δx

0.25 m < Δx < 15 m,
R =
cos ψ


()

(10)

where [yi + 1−R,yi + 1 + R] constitutes the hunting zone. If the
hunting zone does not include a point where x = xi+1, then
the search continues for x = xi+2. If multiple points are
found in the hunting zone, the point with the smallest
angle to the search direction is selected. However, as
the distance between the current point and the ﬁnal
identiﬁed boundary feature point (the last green point)
increases, the reliability of tracking deteriorates. We
set a maximum search length SLth of 15 m. Exceeding
this length, the forward search process is interrupted
and tracing in Processes 1–3 is re-implemented from
the last identiﬁed boundary feature point. Figure 7 illustrates the segmentation of feature points in the tracking
process.
The red line on the left side of Figure 7 is the initial
edge feature segment recognized for the ﬁrst time. It
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divides dataset B into two segments B2 and B1, both of
which contain red line segments. Starting from the end
points (in red), the two sides are tracked in opposite
directions. The identiﬁed edge feature points tracked in
opposite directions are marked in green. If no point is
marked in SLth from the last identiﬁed point, the data
are disconnected. Beginning with the last green identiﬁed
point, a new search dataset B3 is constructed, on which
Processes 1–3 are executed again. The initial boundary
feature segment (red line on the right side of Figure 7) is
found for the second time. B3 is divided into B4 and B5
segments for forward and backward search, respectively.
Note that the overlapping search area B6 undergoes a
bidirectional search, forward search in the ﬁrst dataset
B1 and reverse search in B5. This can reduce the probability of missing boundary points. Provided that the
recording order of data points in B2 and B5 is reversed,
the same search steps as those in B1 and B3 can be used.

2.4 Post-processing
Once the connection relations of the extracted boundary
points on the scan line are determined, a rough vectorized boundary can be quickly obtained. The selection of
boundary mathematical models and the extraction of all
point clouds in the road are not addressed in this paper.
The following sections focus on determining the connection between adjacent boundary points.
Length density Ld (m−1) of two boundary points is
deﬁned as the ratio of the number of points in their spanning region to their distance. Figure 8 illustrates the span
cube based on two adjacent points. In this ﬁgure, the red
points are extracted edge points and the green lines connect two adjacent boundary points, cb1, cb2 (set at 0.2 and
0.1) depict the searching width in the direction of heading
or departing from the road, and ch1, ch2 in Figure 8(c)
indicate the height range of the cube, where ch1 is higher
than the tallest point and ch2 lower than the lowest point
(both set at 0.1). The connector Con describes the connection between adjacent boundary points as:

Con = 1 si − i + 1 ≤ 2 m

1
&2 m < &si − i + 1 ≤ 20 m&φi < 10° , (11)
Con = 1 Ld <
5
A
s

Con = 0 other

where As and si − i + 1 refer to the average point spacing of
raw data and the Euclidean distance between the current

Figure 8: Span cube based on two adjacent edge points. (a)–(c)
represent the search cube in axonometric, top, and side view,
respectively; (d) illustrates the length of the span cube.

boundary point i and the next point i + 1, respectively. φi
is the deviation angle formed by the line direction
obtained by least squares linear regression from ﬁve
points before and after point i . When Con = 1, the point
i is connected to the next point; if not, points are not
connected.

3 Results
3.1 Data
Experimental data were collected with the SSW-IV vehicle
laser modeling and measurement system developed by
the Chinese Academy of Surveying and Mapping. The
laser scanner is located at the rear of the vehicle on
the right and the scanning plane is perpendicular to the
direction of travel. Within seconds, ﬁve million measurements and 100 scan lines are collected in a typical measurement range of 1–500 m with an angular accuracy of
0.1 milliradians. Traveling at a speed of 30 km/h resulted
in average spacing of 8 cm between adjacent scan lines,
and 0.6 cm between two adjacent points right below the
vehicle. In addition, the scan angle information is not
included in the original .las ﬁle.
The datasets shown in Figure 1 include two types of
road edge line: straight lines and curves. Two types of
curbstones are featured, with right angle and S-shaped
cross-sections. Dataset 1 (185.4 MB, 5.7 million points,

Extraction of road boundary from MLS data using laser scanner ground trajectory
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Figure 9: The test area rendered by elevation in (a) Dataset 1 and (b) Dataset 2.

308 m long) displayed in Figure 9(a) is located in an
urban area with multiple road lanes, high-rise buildings,
trees, a green belt, poles, and wires. One side of the road
edge is a straight line, and the other consists of broken
lines with diﬀerent tilt angles. Dataset 2 (279.4 MB, 4.8
million points, 300 m long) depicted in Figure 9(b) lies on
a winding highway with towering mountains on one side
and low-lying valleys on the other; it is surrounded by
several trees, sidewalks, fences, and electric facilities.
With S-shaped cross-sectional roadside stones on both
sides, the edges curve with changing radii.

3.2 Estimation of laser scanner ground
tracks
The algorithm was performed on three sample datasets.
The ground track of the scanner was estimated from two
datasets at time intervals of 0.05 s, with an average distance of 0.4–0.6 m. Figure 10 illustrates the diﬀerences
between the two estimated scanner ground tracks and
the actual scanner position (black points). Red and blue
points indicate the horizontal position of NPH before and
after reﬁnement, respectively. As shown in Figure 10,

Figure 10: Comparison of estimated scanner ground tracks with the real scanner position.
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points lie near the location of the vehicle in the road,
and red dots are mixed with blue. After reﬁnement, the
estimated scanner trajectory (formed by blue points)
is smoother. The results show that the deviation of
NPH (blue points) from the true value is not aﬀected by
road curvature, but only to the roughness of the road
surface. To verify the precision and accuracy of NPH,
we compared horizontal deviation from NPH to the actual
scanner location. Actual location of the scanner is
acquired at a frequency several times that of NPH. We
extracted scanner position data with the closest data
acquisition time T.
The result shows that the deviation from the roughly
estimated scanner ground tracks of Dataset 1 (such as
Area A in Figure 10) to the actual trajectory is relatively
similar in each scanning line, while the estimated tracks
of the Dataset 2 (gravity centers of high-density areas)
swinging around the actual ones. This phenomenon may
be because of the greater roughness of the road surface of
the Dataset 2, especially on the right side of Area B in
Figure 10. However, the reﬁned algorithm redistributes
the estimated deviation from each scan line so that the
reﬁned scanner trajectory is very close to the actual one.
In fact, the more scan lines involved in the reﬁnement,
the more stable and accurate the reﬁned tracks are.
The estimated NPH shows strong uniformity with
the actual scanner location, with a maximum value of
14.3 cm, mean deviation 2.1 cm and standard deviation
1.3 cm. For the proposed boundary tracing algorithm,
the minimum width of the buﬀer is 40 cm, which is ﬁve
times larger than the horizontal diﬀerence of the estimated points. Thus, NPH can be used for boundary
tracking.
Generally speaking, the point density of road surface
closer to the scanner is much higher than that of other
road points. MLS systems acquire the complete points in
the lane under the scanning vehicle, i.e., the core data of
the trajectory estimation algorithm. These dense points
of the lanes provide the basis of the correctness of the

rough scanner tracks, and consequently, ensure the accuracy of the trajectory estimation algorithm.

3.3 Extraction of edge blocks
Only boundary points on the scan line of estimated tracks
were extracted. Compared to extracting on all scanning
lines, the number of sampling boundary points is reduced
and processing eﬃciency is improved. Table 1 shows the
integrity and the noise of the edge blocks extracted from
two datasets.
The extracted edge blocks in Dataset 1 are shown in
Figure 11. The red points represent the starting point of
edge blocks, and the green are other points contained in
the block. Left of the road, 832 ground track points (blue)
correspond to 832 edge blocks (red) arranged neatly
along the roadside in Figure 11(c). Locating the test
area in a clean urban area with no obstructions on this
side may be the main reason for this result. On the right,
many vehicles are parked on the roadside, scattering and
fragmenting the extracted edge blocks. As Table 1 shows,
most noisy points were caused by vehicle occlusion in the
road; outside the road, noise is rare. Of the 813 edge
blocks extracted on the right side of the road, only seven
points correspond to three edge blocks; the rest correspond to two at most. At the end of the green belt, two
low edge blocks were not extracted.
Figure 12 demonstrates the extraction of edge blocks
in Dataset 2, which encountered the same vehicle occlusion as Dataset 1; most edge block noises were located
within the road surface. Only ﬁve noise blocks were not in
the road and each NPHi corresponds to no more than two
blocks in a scan line. Deﬁned edge blocks are very reliable in ﬁnding the raised edge and have strong resistance
to noise.
Compared with other studies that extracted a greater
number of candidate boundary points interspersed with

Table 1: Results of road edge blocks detection
Data

Dataset 1

Road boundary NPH Edge
blocks

Left
Right
Dataset 2 Left
Right

832
841

832
611
839
631

Road edge
blocks

Real edge
blocks

Missed
detection (%)

Noise in
the road

Noise outside
the road

832
529
804
620

832
531
805
620

0
0.38
0.12
0

0
57
20
11

0
25
5
0
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Figure 11: Extracted edge blocks in Dataset 1. (a) Location of the starting point of the extracted edge blocks; (b) and (c) are enlarged maps of
red and green boxes, respectively.

noise [5,10,16,19], the proposed edge block detection
method reduces noise as much as possible. In addition,
even if more than one boundary point corresponds to
NPHi, there is not much noise on the road surface. It is
very likely that the ﬁrst block extracted on each scan line
belongs to the road edge. Each edge block occupies a
certain length, leaving multiple edge blocks on a scan
further apart than the hunting zone width used in the
edge tracking algorithm. As a result, there are only two
cases in boundary point tracking: there either is or is not
a point within the zone, which makes boundary tracking
eﬃcient. Figure 13(b) and (d) shows the position of the
starting point of the edge block. The extracted boundary
points (red) accurately locate the road edge. The boundary
points detected in Dataset 2 shown in Figure 13(d) are not
as neat as those of the urban road in Figure 13(b). This
may be because the gradient of S-shaped road curbstone

constantly changes and tends to be gentle near the road
surface.
With slope restriction, a deﬁned boundary point has
a slope greater than 30° to the next point. Alternatively,
poor data quality, aﬀected by noise and wetness of the
road surface, may be responsible.
There is a common phenomenon of missing point
clouds, which is reﬂected in sudden changes in spacing
between adjacent points in Figure 13(d). On the side view
shown in Figure 13(a), extracted boundary points are
clustered together, whereas they are scattered in Figure
13(c). However, they remain the closest point to the
boundary on this scanning line.
Except for the minimal contact area between the
lower part of a wheel and the road, the outline points
of vehicles have abrupt changes in elevation and distance. These changes are often geometrically backward,

Figure 12: Extracted edge blocks in the winding road of Dataset 2. (a) Shows the location of the starting point of the extracted edge blocks;
(b) and (c) are enlarged maps of green and red boxes, respectively.
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Figure 13: Location of extracted boundary points displayed on axonometric and side view. (a) Axonometric view in Dataset 1. (b) Side view in
Dataset 1. (c) Axonometric view in Dataset 2. (d) Side view in Dataset 2.

that is, the horizontal distance (d) from the scanner is
reduced, which is not in line with the law of the deﬁned
characteristics of the boundary points. Only a very small
number of edge blocks at the lower part of wheels were
detected, and subsequently were ignored in boundary
tracking process. Therefore, occlusions because of the
parking cars on the roadside cause little trouble to the
boundary points detection.

3.4 Boundary tracking
Table 2 lists the boundary points identiﬁed by the tracking
algorithm. The completeness of the boundary tracking
step is above 99.2%. The continuous boundary on the
left side of the road in Dataset 1 was completely detected.
In addition, disconnected boundaries (the left side of
Dataset 2) and the branches (the right side of Datasets 1
and 2) result in the removal – during boundary tracking –
of four, two, and two boundary points, respectively, as
they do not conform to the main convergence direction of
boundary points in the neighborhood.
The road boundary tracking results of Dataset 1 on
perspective are shown in Figure 14. In the ﬁgure, blue
points denote NPH, and red points the starting point of
the edge blocks. Tracked points are also shown in green.

Although travel direction (in Figure 14(e)) is not consistent with the boundary, the spacing between the travel
direction and the boundary can be traced linearly. There
is one boundary point omitted in T1 as it is beyond the
search length in both directions. Three points in T2
exceed the hunting zone because of a sudden turn in
the branch. This may also occur at the end of the arc
green belt and road forks, but the number of such omitted
points is small. Ignoring the form of the boundary,
boundary points in the red circle in Figure 14(c) are
extracted; these are actually on the border rather than
the curb. At Area 2, depicted in Figure 14(d), the boundary
is broken into very short, widely spaced parts. The quality
of this point cloud acquisition is insuﬃcient for boundary
extraction. Moreover, long tracking length results in poor
reliability. However, this is a rare case. The disconnection
overlap area has been searched twice from two directions
to detect as lots of tracked points as possible, while controlling for the risk of omission and misjudgment.
In contrast, there is only a small amount of occlusion
in Dataset 2. The vehicle trajectory is consistent with the
road boundary in most cases, which guarantees reliability of the boundary tracking algorithm. Except for
loss of the track at the top of the greenbelt similar to T3
in Figure 15(d), ideal boundary tracking is achieved using
spacing between the vehicle and the road edge as a
model parameter. The tracking algorithm is not

Table 2: Tracing results of road boundary points
Experimental data

Road boundary

Number of road edge
blocks

Identiﬁed boundary
points

Missed boundary points in
tracking

Detection rate (%)

Dataset 1

Left
Right
Left
Right

832
529
804
620

832
525
802
618

0
4
2
2

100
99.2
99.7
99.6

Dataset 2
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Figure 14: Results of boundary tracking in Dataset 1. (a) Candidate boundary points and (b) boundary points recognized after tracking. (c),
(d), and (e) are enlargement maps of Area 1, Area 2, and Area 3, respectively.

dependent on the line shape of the road. To further verify
the universality of the algorithm, a T-junction was selected
for experiments. The results are shown in Figure 16.
Travel speed varies greatly when turning, resulting in
diﬀerent NPH spacing. However, the estimated scanner
ground trajectory (blue points) in Figure 16 is still smooth,
illustrating the universal reliability of the presented
method for estimating scanner trajectory. The boundary
points of the main road continue to track along the original direction (red points in the upper part of Figure
16(b)) when the vehicle turns to the branch. Boundary
points on the lateral bend at the turning are quickly
tracked because of aggregation of candidate boundary

points. Both sides of the bend show great extraction. At
the intersection of the road, where road boundaries are
not continuous, the proposed method is more eﬃcient
and convenient than ﬁtting road boundaries based on
multiple models.
With short occlusion length, the correctness and
integrity of boundary point extraction are guaranteed
by the proximity and collinearity of boundary points
on a pseudo-mileage spacing map. Rather than directly
establishing a tracking model for boundary lines that
may require many diﬀerent models to ﬁt diﬀerent segments [21,41], the presented method uses simple linear
models to track spacing between the road boundary and

Figure 15: Results of boundary tracking in Dataset 2. (a) Candidate edge points and (b) boundary points recognized after tracking; (c) and (d)
are further enlargement maps of Area 4 and Area 5, respectively.
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Figure 16: Extraction of boundary points at a T-junction. (a) The inner bend and (b) the outer bend.

the vehicle. The proposed algorithm does not require the
road boundary to be strictly parallel to the direction of
travel of the vehicle, nor is it related to the line shape of
the road boundary. Another advantage is the speed of the
algorithm. The execution time is extremely short as it uses
the original recording order. Comparatively speaking, calculation of the scanner’s ground trajectory takes longer
than that of searching the road edge blocks and tracking
the boundary points, as they only operate in scan lines
located on PG. If vehicle trajectory data are available, the
extraction process can be completed in real time.

4 Conclusion
This study estimated a scanner’s ground track based
on the spatial distribution of point clouds. With the
estimated track point and multiple constraints of neighborhood elevation diﬀerence, slope, and continuity of
ﬂuctuation points, accurate edge blocks with strong resistance to noise are deﬁned. Spacing between edge blocks
and the scanner track is transformed into a pseudomileage spacing map. As the spacing varies little over a
short distance, the edge is easy to detect and track using a
simple linear model. Experiments on noisy data accurately extracted the location of edge blocks separated
far from one another on a scan line, which guarantees
the reliability of this linear tracking model and improves
tracking speed. Our results suggest that the proposed
method is not dependent on whether the road boundary
is parallel to the direction of traveling path of the vehicle,
nor the line type of the road boundary. Road edge points
can be extracted quickly, eﬀectively, and accurately as
long as normal data acquisition quality can be guaranteed. However, the tracking model may fail to recognize

lateral branch boundaries with a small number of edge
points. In future research, we will focus on improving.
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